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Inside the magazine
CELEBRATIONS AFTER A
RECORD-BREAKING YEAR
Last year was a recording-breaking year for the campaign, and we shall be taking
a look back at some of the incredible statistics December’s #UKCharityWeek campaign gave us.
As well as looking back it is equally as important to look forward, so get comfortable and let’s get the 2018 campaign underway!
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And plenty more!

PLUS!

This year there will be daily themes and interviews, all designed to give our Ofﬁcial
Partner Charities and Corporate Friends various opportunities to raise both funds
and awareness for your respective causes! Pages 10-11
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FOUNDER’S LETTER
Down to earth
charities, supported
by some of the most
charitable brands in
the country

Picture: Charity Today Executive Editor & #UKCharityWeek Founder Lee Rayment

HELLO everyone and welcome to #UKCharityWeek
2018! Every year, I’m convinced it comes around
quicker than the last! I hope everyone is doing well
and that your plans for the week are in full swing.
I want to start this letter by thanking my wife, Jay, without her unwavering support over the years it is safe to
say I would not be here let alone sat here as the proud
founder of this campaign. She is an absolute rock in all
areas of my life, thank you, Jay.
Now to the matter in hand; #UKCharityWeek, looking
back at the statistics of last December’s campaign we
will have to go some for 2018!
Can you believe a staggering 92million timeline deliveries were made of the #UKCharityWeek hashtag last
year, to put that into perspective the population of the
UK is estimated to be 65.6million!

I’m incredibly proud of the work our Ofﬁcial Partner
Charities continue to undertake year-on-year, they are
a real credit to the UK and, of course, #UKCharityWeek!
That leads me nicely onto the subject of our Main Sponsors, For Good Causes. We cannot thank these wonderful people enough for getting behind the campaign in
the manner they have. It’s cliche, but their support
came at a signiﬁcant time for us and made a real difference.
Thank you to all at For Good Causes, and our numerous Corporate Friends up and down the country.
You’re all stars that deserve immense credit for reaching out to support the campaign and UK charities.
Well done everyone, and I wish you all the very best for
#UKCharityWeek and 2019!

www.charitytoday.co.uk
Join us on Thursday 6th December 2018
for an Exclusive Interview with Lee Rayment

3PM

MESSAGE FROM OUR SPONSORS
We are delighted to welcome FOR GOOD CAUSES as the Main Sponsor of
#UKCharityWeek 2018! Their support of both this campaign and
charities around the UK is invaluable.

Pictured left to right are: #UKCharityWeek founder
Lee Rayment and For Good Causes’ Wendy Martin
and Hannah Roots.

FOR GOOD CAUSES are delighted and proud to
be the main sponsor of ‘UK Charity Week!’ It’s a
great opportunity for charities of all sizes to
raise awareness of good causes and fundraise
across the UK during peak giving season, a
time when traditionally, people are likely to give
more.
For Good Causes is innovating to unlock brand new
revenue streams for UK charities. Value pools like
the £7 billion of unused loyalty points, cash back
and air miles which exist in the UK today. 96% of us
have at least one loyalty card so just imagine the difference we could make if we could all donate just
some of our unused value to a charity of choice.
And it's not just us that think this. Some of the UK's
leading brands are keen to embrace this service,
drive consumer engagement and loyalty and actively "Empower Generosity". It’s a win-win-win for
brands, consumers and charities alike.
We're also focused on enabling new digital services
for UK charities. Learn more about our exciting new
donation services (on Pages 20-21).
In a world of changing consumer behaviour, we are
focused on unlocking new value and enabling new
technology for good.

Pictured from left to right are: The For Good Causes
Team, Crispin Rogers, Hannah Roots, Wendy Martin,
Steve Wilks, Lawrence Williams and David Joyce

It's all underpinned by our ethos - enabling the consumer to select their charity of choice. Over 14,000
charities are now live on our platform and we'd love
to be supporting more charities do more great
things.
We would like to wish everybody involved in UK
Charity Week a fantastic week raising awareness
and funds.

The For Good Causes Team

OUR CAMPAIGN PATRONS

Anna Kennedy OBE

Stephanie Millward MBE

Anna who leads her autism charity, AnnaKennedyOnline,
was the ﬁrst-ever #UKCharityWeek Campaign Ambassador to join up in an ofﬁcial capacity.

Five-time Gold Medalist and four-time World Champion
swimmer, Stephanie is an active supporter of the Charity
Today publication and was honoured when approached to
become an ambassador of the national charity campaign.

She is a very active ambassador and supporter of both the
#UKCharityWeek campaign, and the Charity Today news
publication.

She is also an ambassador for the MS Society and
Just4Children.

Jonha Richman

Lucy Hilton

Jonha is an internationally renowned Marketing &
Communications extraordinaire.

Lucy is a former journalist at both regional and national publications and has uncovered a number of high-proﬁle, viral
stories.

She is recognised as one of the Top 25 Blockchain Inﬂuencers Disrupting the Industry 2018.
A proud supporter of the campaign, Jonha is a new, very
welcomed addition to the team.

She now works more actively as a radio presenter and podcaster as well as in PR, Communications.
Lucy is an avid supporter of Charity Today and the publication's work promoting UK charities and fundraisers.

A

INTRODUCTION

A RECORD-BREAKING

YEAR FOR THE CAMPAIGN!
#UKCharityWeek is designed to give the people
of the United Kingdom an opportunity to place
awareness and fundraising for charities high on
the national agenda at a time of the year when
people are statistically at their most giving.

Leading the way
in the ‘Trends’!

#UKCharityWeek is always held within the ﬁrst full
week of December, which in the case of 2018 is
3rd-9th December.
Founded by Charity Today editor Lee Rayment, the
national campaign has proven a massive success
with charities and supporters from all corners of the
UK getting behind its objectives.
The December 2017 campaign reached a staggering
92million timeline deliveries, and trended top of
the trends throughout the week, all this despite Brexit
negotiations being at their peak, and we all know how
much Brexit has dominated the news of late!
Thousands of great causes have raised millions of
pounds as a result of #UKCharityWeek events and
projects.
For the ﬁrst-time, #UKCharityWeek 2018 will see the
launch of some daily themes for people to partake
with (details of which can be found on pages 10-11).
Throughout this year’s campaign, there will also be a
series of exclusive interviews and guest posts.
There are some fantastic plans afoot for the 2019
campaign, but they remain largely conﬁdential until
the conclusion of this year’s exciting project.
The 2018 campaign is very kindly sponsored by For
Good Causes (their welcome message is featured on
page 5 of this magazine), and there are also a
number of Corporate Friends who have supported
the project, details of those can be found on page 8.

92million!

THANK YOU SO MUCH TO OUR CORPORATE
FRIENDS FOR THEIR SUPPORT:

WHAT IS A CORPORATE FRIEND?

Actions always
prove why words
mean nothing.
A Corporate Friend is an organisation that wants to publicly
show its support for #UKCharityWeek in an ofﬁcial capacity;
these companies care about charity and without their continued
support #UKCharityWeek would not be able to give charities a
voice or the vital platform in which to promote themselves to so
many people.
The cost involved in becoming a Corporate Friend for 2018 is minimal.
This a non-exclusive partnership, and there are no further costs for
the campaign.
Ultimately, this campaign is about getting the UK public talking about
our favourite causes as well as carrying out some fundraising activities for them. The small amount we raise from Corporate Friends does
not even begin to cover the costs or administration involved in the campaign, but this element of #UKCharityWeek goes a long way to engaging even more good people with our Partner Charities. So thank you
from the bottom of our hearts for your continued support of our nation’s charities and this fabulous campaign.
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Email: hello@iebrand.co.uk
Telephone: 0121 237 3860

DAILY THEMES
Throughout #UKCharityWeek there will be many charity awareness and fundraising events taking place up,
and down the country, we have taken the opportunity
to compile a brief list of the ofﬁcial daily themes for
#UKCharityWeek 2018.
We invite all of our partner charities, sponsors and Corporate Friends to get involved and raise plenty of
money for their respective UK-registered causes
while having some great fun!
As well as daily activities, there are also opportunities
to enter various discussions.
Thursday the spotlight will be on mental health including an interview with the campaign founder, and on
Sunday, there will also be a discussion about Social
Media For Good in which we will take a look back over
the last twelve months to see what has been
achieved; this is an excellent opportunity to share
your own success stories.
A lot of the below will be detailed further in the ofﬁcial
Welcome Packs.

The ﬁrst day of the week will be a celebration of all things
charity, this is your opportunity to shout about your causes
vital work.
You can do this in whatever format you wish, be that holding an event at your premises, or simply setting a series of
social media posts to talk about your charity, volunteers
and supporters throughout the day.

Keep up the great work all of you, and thank you for
your continued support of the campaign!

Following on from the opening day of celebrations, we turn
our attention to some fundraising activities, whereby our
Ofﬁcial Partner Charities will be taking part in a special
#UKCharityWeek themed quiz. The quiz will provide them
with the opportunity to raise much-needed funds for their
respective causes while having some fun in the process.
All literature and guidance for the quiz will be contained
within the Ofﬁcial Partner Charity Welcome Packs.

Maybe you fancy yourself as the next Mary Berry? Or, are
you the queen of the Victoria Sponge or the king of the
Black Forest Gâteau? If so, it’s time to grease your cake
tins and pull on your oven mitts, because the #UKCharityWeek Charity Big Bake is here!
Whether you’re an amateur or a seasoned show-stopper,
you can have a great time hosting your own #UKCharityWeek Charity Big Bake to raise money for your Ofﬁcial
Partner Charity.

The ofﬁcial #UKCharityWeek Charity Sweepstake is a fantastic opportunity to get your friends, family and colleagues involved in supporting your Ofﬁcial Partner Charity’s work.
The ofﬁcial forms will be contained within the Welcome
Pack, and the draw made LIVE on the Charity Today Twitter page at 1pm on Thursday 6th December 2018.

The #UKCharityWeek Christmas Jumper Day is back
again this year on Friday 7th December 2018.
It's effortless to get everyone involved - ask your family,
school friends or colleagues to don their favourite festive
knits and donate to your chosen #UKCharityWeek Ofﬁcial
Partner Charity.
Then put the photographs on social media!

At 3pm on Thursday 6th December 2018 there will be an
Exclusive Interview aired on Charity Today with the founder of #UKCharityWeek, Lee Rayment.
Lee has agreed to talk publicly for the ﬁrst time about his
2016 mental health diagnosis of PTSD.
As well as this, throughout the day we will be discussing
other aspects of mental health and encouraging everyone
to take part and speak up about their own experiences.

On Sunday 9th December 2018 we will be looking at how
social media has resulted in some lovely outcomes for
people. We will be encouraging everyone to share their stories, and of course, we will be taking a look back and sharing a few of our own.

Warm Homes Campaign
highlights fuel poverty
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This winter National Energy Action (NEA) is campaigning to end fuel poverty with its Warm Homes Campaign.
From autumn through to Fuel Poverty Awareness Day
in February, the campaign will aim to raise awareness
of the issue which affects around 4 million households
across the UK. It can be a struggle for many people to
make ends meet, especially so in the run up to Christmas when #UKCharityWeek takes place and NEA will
be striving to get the message out to as many people as
possible.
Maria Wardrobe, Director of Communications & External Relations at National Energy Action said: “As a national fuel poverty charity we aim to hit big with our winter-long Warm Homes Campaign each year. It is our opportunity to inﬂuence policy and raise the proﬁle of fuel
poverty, highlighting the scale and the devastating effects of the problem, and encouraging other organisa“Sometimes it can feel like an uphill struggle, we see
successive governments over the years making some
changes to improve the situation.

However, they fail to prioritise improving the energy efﬁciency of homes and there is no long term investment.
It is frustrating to know that fuel poverty could come to
an end, if only adequate resources were committed.”
“But we can be proud of our achievements in getting
some important changes made. For a small charity, employing fewer than 80 people, we punch well above our
weight. We actively research and monitor fuel poverty in
England, Wales and Northern Ireland. We recommend
changes that could be implemented to make a real difference to people living in fuel poverty and we engage
Last year the charity trended on Twitter with #FuelPovertyAwarenessDay and gained extensive media
coverage in national, trade and regional media. Also
held on the same day is NEA’s Nation’s Biggest Housewarming where NEA asks members and others to raise
funds for fuel poverty and show support by holding their
own ‘housewarming’ event.
For more details about National Energy Action just visit
www.nea.org.uk . You can follow #WarmHomesCampaign on Twitter and follow the charity at @NEA_UKCharity, on Linked In and on Facebook (@nationalenergyaction).
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Call us 0808 102 2041
Email us enquiries@accordmarketing.com

As part of #UKCharityWeek make sure your good
cause is registered with TheGivingMachine – the
easy way to raise funds without it costing you or
your supporters a penny.
TheGivingMachine is the UK charity unlocking hidden
online sales commissions to become free donations for
schools, charities and other community organisations
across the UK.

TheGivingMachine want giving to be possible for everyone. Up until now, giving to charity has often depended
on whether you can afford it, by taking away this ﬁnancial barrier, giving becomes a positive behaviour choice
rather than a ﬁnancial or guilt-based choice. This also
gives smaller organisations a wider audience reach as
they are asking for a favour rather than money. More
giving beneﬁts us all – companies, customer and communities together.

By unlocking free cash, they enable supporters to generate a recurring income stream for UK based schools,
charities and other community organisations with a
small change in behaviour. With over 7,500 causes registered and raising money via TheGivingMachine they
impact schools, pre-schools, Scout groups, small local
charities alongside the well-known national charities
Society.
Every year online shops pay hundreds of millions of
pounds in sales commissions to other websites for referrals. People search for a product or service on the internet, or maybe visit a comparison website, click on a link
and then make a purchase. In many cases, they generate a sales commission for somebody else, but in the
case of TheGivingMachine, they collect and convert
chosen by the shopper.

It's TheGivingMachine’s members who decide beneﬁts
and so far they have generated £1.5 million for over
7,500 causes and it has not cost anyone a penny extra.
With over 2,200 of the best online shops participating,
it’s easy to turn online shopping into free cash to help
others.
TheGivingMachine is delighted to be an Ofﬁcial Partner
of #UKCharityWeek as it’s a great opportunity to let
charities, schools and community groups throughout
the UK know how easy it is to raise FREE funds, just by
their supporters shopping online.

And being a charity means they can give the causes the
highest % possible. This is currently up to 70%.
The Giver can choose to support up to four causes at a
time, with a percentage split of the money distributed to
each one. Any non proﬁt UK cause whose primary purpose is for public beneﬁt can join for free with regular
amounts building up to generate large amounts over a
period of time.

Check if your cause is already listed (and if not, then
sign them up today) www.thegivingmachine.co.uk
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OUR VISION IS THE GLOBAL ELIMINATION OF CHILD SEXUAL ABUSE IMAGERY ONLINE.
• We work to make the internet a safer place.
• We help victims of child sexual abuse worldwide
by identifying and removing online images and
videos of their abuse.
• We search for child sexual abuse images and
videos and then we have them removed.
• Our Hotline offers a safe place for the public to
report anonymously.
• We’re a not-for-proﬁt organisation and are supported by the global internet industry and the European
Commission.
Online child sexual abuse imagery is a global problem, which demands a global solution. The internet
doesn’t respect geographical borders, so we work
closely with partners worldwide.

They include industry, law enforcement agencies,
governments, charities and other hotlines. This
helps us to eradicate online images of child sexual
abuse as quickly and efﬁciently as possible.

Want to report something
you’ve seen?
To report child sexual abuse material, follow our
quick and easy reporting process on our website at:
www.iwf.org.uk
All reports must be made via our reporting tool. We
cannot accept reports of illegal content by email, or
telephone.
Thank you for your support.

JOSE FOUNDATION AIM TO STOP CSE
CRIMES AGAINST NIGERIAN CHILDREN
With the high prevalence rate of child sexual exploitation and abuse in Nigeria, often being perpetuated by
a culture of silence and denial made norm by harmful
traditional and religious practices; and further escalated by abject poverty that affects a critical mass of the
Nigerian Society.
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There has arisen an urgent need for a proactive and systematic response towards safeguarding the precious lives
of children and young people who will be responsible for
shaping the future of Africa’s most populous nation. These
are the same children and young people that will be
vested with the responsibility of interfacing with the global
community. This is the problem statement on which Jose
Foundations mission was born.

The Jose Foundation have commenced strategic engagement with the Nigerian Government through the Federal
Ministry of Women Affairs and Social Welfare and have
cascaded this engagement to two inﬂuential States in the
Federal Republic of Nigeria through the ofﬁces of the First
Ladies of the States.
Massive awareness raising, capacity building, institutional
development and system strengthening are the core strategies. They have also made incursion into the North East
of Nigeria where the issue of Child Sexual Exploitation is
being further exacerbated by armed conﬂict, and the lack
of legislation on child rights which has been vehemently
opposed by 12 States in the Northern part of Nigeria. The
most affected being adolescent girls who are mostly
forced into marriage or abducted for sexual exploitation
and abuse.

The Jose Foundation have chosen not to keep silent!
They have chosen not to leave any child behind! And to
create more awareness on the most vulnerable - the girl
child. They have decided to push the #Name And
Shame CSE Movement Campaign till the entire Nigeria
and its leadership starts being more proactive concerning this grave challenge.
At the Jose Foundation they envision a Nigeria where
every child is safe and has the enabling environment to
thrive and survive.
JOIN THEIR #NAME AND SHAME CSE MOVEMENT
TO RESCUE THE NIGERIAN CHILD.
OFFICE: 5 Kings Avenue Greenford London UB6 9BZ.
TELEPHONE: UK +44-2078594608. +44-7447145919.
Website: www.josefoundation.org.uk
Email: info@josefoundation.org

CALLING ALL BUSINESSES: SHOW YOUR SUPPORT
FOR LOCAL CAUSES THIS #UKCHARITYWEEK
#UKCharityWeek (3-9 December 2018), is a prime opportunity for businesses to take
a fresh look at their corporate charitable giving programmes, to ensure that they are
fairly considering local good causes as well as big-name national charities.
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A poll of 201 corporate social responsibility (CSR) managers, found their organisations had supported only 54 charities over a 12-month period, with over half (53%) in the top
29 charities in the UK by income.

Smaller charities and good causes provide essential support within communities that are dealing with the legacy of
years of local government cuts. However, they often miss
out on vital corporate funding as they simply cannot compete with large, national charities when it comes to generating awareness of their funding needs and having the
time and skills to identify and build relationships with the
to give money to.
Notably, 77 percent of respondents to our survey agreed
that many more local charities and good causes are losing
or seeing cuts in funding from central and local government; while nearly a third of respondents strongly agreed
with this statement. Yet despite 75% of managers agreeing that corporate and employee fundraising activities are
becoming much more important to their local community
nies had supported only one to ﬁve charities in the past
year. What’s more, most of this funding was donated to national charities (42%), compared with just 20% being allocated to those operating locally.
Smaller charities are at a distinct disadvantage when it
comes to fundraising and marketing themselves in a
sector dominated by the large national charities. Combined with the arduous administrative burden involved in
charitable giving – 42% of respondents to our survey
agreed that ‘the administrative burden on our CSR team
restricts our ability to donate/raise money for multiple/local
causes’ – this often results in businesses gifting their CSR
budgets and the monies raised through their employees’
charitable fundraising activities to the same national charities year after year. ed more equitably across the sector to
those that need it most, rather than just the largest or
best-known, with the added beneﬁt of introducing true
transparency when it comes to how the money is ultimately used.

Technology makes it far easier for resource-poor organisational CSR/charitable fundraising teams and time-limited employees to easily, proactively and collaboratively
ﬁnd, support and manage the most suitable charitable
projects – small charities that operate in the area where
they are located or where they do business for example.
Using an online platform, organisations can also offer
match funding (one pound added to every pound raised)
to incentivise employees to undertake more charitable
fundraising activities - using technology to manage the
matching and cultivate the collaborative nature of giving.
This approach ensures that charitable funds are distributed more equitably across the sector to those that need it
most, rather than just the largest or best-known, with the
added beneﬁt of introducing true transparency when it
comes to how the money is ultimately used.
This #UKCharityWeek, we urge businesses to reassess
how they use technology to manage their charitable
giving, and to use this opportunity to support those that
need it most in their local communities.
Further details of The Good Exchange’s Research can
be accessed here: https://thegoodexchange.com/resources/csr-charity-survey/

Ormiston Families is the leading family charity
in the East of England providing services that
support children, young people and families. In
every community across Cambridgeshire, Suffolk and Norfolk there are still children and families needing help to manage the challenges they
face to improve their life chances.
Last year, Ormiston Families supported over 13,000
children, young people and their families living in
some of the most deprived areas of the East of England where there continues to be an increasing
demand for the charity's services.
The charity provides a wide-range of services from
mental health, help to bridge the gap between home
and school, support for children affected by parental
imprisonment and empowering women to address
the issues that led to the removal of their children
into care.

#UKCharityWeek means that Ormiston Families
can share its vision of a world in which every child is
safe, healthy and resilient. Early intervention is at
the heart of everything the charity does – driven by
the principle that prevention is always better than
cure.
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The campaign is important to Ormiston Families as
it is a chance to celebrate and reﬂect upon the
impact made throughout year, and also look to the
future by promoting upcoming events and seasonal
activities.
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London children’s charity launches
new initiative with women’s refuges
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Apples & Pears gives children under 12 and their families
the opportunity to discover inspiring educational, social and
cultural activities through awarding grants to organisations
who can run or host our group trips programme.
As we celebrate #UKCharityWeek, we are delighted to bring some exciting news from one of
our ofﬁcial partners.
Apples & Pears is a London charity which gives children and their families the opportunity to discover inspiring educational and cultural activities through
awarding grants to organisations who can run or
host group trips.
The trips programme originally centred on partnering with primary schools to run weekend activities
for families in East London. More recently it has
also involved tailored projects to help migrants
settle into London and to improve access to the
arts.
Now, in the context of funding cuts, Apples & Pears
has decided to play a part in speciﬁcally supporting
refuges to deliver services that are in line with its existing aim of using group trips to create forums for
families to spend time, learn and explore together.
As part of this new initiative, the organisation is running a bespoke version of its Trips Programme for
women’s refuges. This project has been piloted by
Reigate & Banstead Women’s Aid and will be expanded through new partnerships with Hestia, London’s largest provider of domestic abuse refuges,
and The Dash Charity.

Charlotte Kneer, Chief Executive of Reigate & Banstead Women’s Aid (RBWA) said: “The ethos of our
organisation ties in perfectly with Apples & Pears
and what they’re trying to achieve. This partnership
is built on a shared commitment to help vulnerable
families and give them the opportunity they deserve
to do the everyday activities that most families take
for granted. We have chosen to work with Apples &
Pears because we trust that they understand the
issues which our families are facing and we believe
that they can be part of the bigger solution. While
we focus on providing safety and a physical home,
our partnership with Apples & Pears means that we
can also start to rebuild families’ conﬁdence in exploring and having fun together.”
RBWA have run their ﬁrst trip, on which 28 women
and children visited a farm and community centre.
Along with building the women’s conﬁdence in
taking their children out and about, it was also an opportunity for the families in the refuge to form friendships among themselves.
The social and fun element to the trip was very important for the families – children who have been exposed to domestic violence are often quiet and withdrawn but their faces lit up when they saw the animals. Some of the children explained that they were
very excited to stroke the sheep and pet the donkeys because they had only ever seen farm animals
nity for the women to bond with their children having
been through traumatic experiences.
Following the success of pilot projects, refuges now
have their own focused Apples & Pears funding
stream. The organisation hopes that its participation
in #UKCharityWeek will provide an opportunity to
ﬁnd new partners and make more refuges aware of
the potential funding available.
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Etiam rhoncus. Maecenas tempus, tellus eget
condimentum rhoncus, sem quam.

Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet, consectetuer adipiscing elit. Aenean commodo lingilla vel, assa
quis enim. Donec de justo, fringilla vel,
gula eget dolor. Aenean massa. Cum sociis natoque penatibus et magnis dis parturient
montes, nascetur ridiculus mus. Donec quam
felis, ultricies nec, pellentesque eu, pretium
quis, sem. Nulla consequat massa quis enim.
Donec de justo, fringilla vel, assa quis enim.
Donec de justo, fringilla vel, assa quis enim.
Donec de justo, fringilla vel,

Image Caption
Cras dapibus. Vivamus elementum semper nisi.
Aenean vulputate eleifend tellus. Aene an leo
ligula, porttitor eu, consequat vitae, eleifend ac,
enim. Lorem Ipsum.

aliquet nec, vulputate eget, arcu. In enim justo,
rhoncus ut, imperdiet a, venenatis vitae, justo.
Nullam dictum felis eu pede mollis pretium. Integer tincidunt. Cras dapibus. Vivamusllus eget
condimentum rhoncus, sem quam. elementum
semper nisi. Aenean vulputate eleifend tellus.
Aenean leo ligula, porttitor eu, consequat vitae,
eleifend ac, enim. Aliquam lorem Nam eget dui.
Etiam rhoncus. Maecenas tempus, tellus eget
condimentum rhoncus, seenim. fring

NEW ITEMS ON
THE MENU AT
CHARITY TODAY
CHARITY TODAY, the proud name behind the
#UKCharityWeek campaign, will be expanding
on its offerings in 2019.
New additions include the launch of Charity Today
Radio’s two new shows; The Mental Health Show
every Thursday and The 3 O’Clock Show every
Friday.
Charity Today TV will receive a signiﬁcant overhaul
during the festive period.
As well as all the media improvements 2019 will
see the launch of two new events; the ﬁrst-ever
Charity Today Awards and the year will conclude
with a #UKCharityWeek concert!
Thank you, everyone, for your continued support of
the publication.
For more information, please visit the Charity Today
website at www.charitytoday.co.uk
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HELPING ADULTS WITH LEARNING
DISABILITIES GET THE MOST OUT OF LIFE
Young people and adults with learning disabilities (LD) and/or autism often feel isolated. At
Elmbridge Community Link (ECL), based in
Walton on Thames, there’s a structured timetable of activities that allows members to make
friends, develop skills and generally get the
most out of life.
ECL was established in 1994 as an advocacy service for local people with LD. Today, we offer opportunities to 155 young people and adults in the Elmbridge area with LD and/or autism.
The range of needs we deal with is broad and we
try to provide activities for everyone. Our timetable
ranges from Magic Music Moments for those with
multiple and complex needs (often non-verbal) to
our high energy Allsports sessions for younger
people with mild learning disabilities and/or autism.
The charity beneﬁts all sorts of groups in all sorts of
ways. Obviously, we delight in seeing our members
become more conﬁdent people enjoying social interaction with their peer group, charity staff and local
volunteers.

We’re also pleased that we’ve helped raise awareness amongst young people of the challenges
faced by those with learning disabilities in their
everyday lives, through our active recruitment of
sixth form volunteers. In fact, all our volunteers
report an increased sense of wellbeing as a result
of the time they spend with us. Importantly, we also
offer valuable and appreciated respite to parent
carers.
ECL Development Manager Llinos John is passionate about the charity’s work. She says “We know
that people with Learning Disabilities, like everyone, have their own personalities, skills and
strengths – and we believe that with empathetic support and friendship these can be developed and nurtured.”
If you or someone you know could beneﬁt from
ECL’s activities, or you’re interested in volunteering, you can get in touch with the charity via their
website, www.eclwalton.org.uk, by email coordinator@eclwalton.org.uk or call the ofﬁce on 01932
241988.

SMALL CHARITY ON A BIG MISSION
For one small UK charity, #UKCharityWeek provides them
with a great opportunity to raise awareness of a unique diet
for Epilepsy sufferers, known as The Ketogenic Diet.
Epilepsy and Ketogenic Dietary Therapies:
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1 in 104 people are affected with epilepsy in the UK*
and over 50 million worldwide. It is one of the most
common serious neurological conditions with approximately 30 different epilepsy syndromes and over 38 different types of seizure. Approximately 30% of cases
are classed as having drug-resistant or intractable epilepsy, where seizures persist despite the appropriate
ing seizure freedom with additional medication is extremely low.
The Ketogenic Diet was successfully used in the treatment of child and adult epilepsy in the 1920’s. As AED’s
became more available the diet was used less frequently with expertise being lost from all but a few centres
worldwide. However, there has been a resurgence of interest in Ketogenic Dietary Therapies for children in
recent years, due to its efﬁcacy in otherwise intractable
number of studies and a randomised controlled trial
from Great Ormond Street Hospital.
Matthew’s Friends:
Matthew Williams (23) suffers with a catastrophic form
of epilepsy called ‘Dravet Syndrome’ and his seizures
started when he was 9 months old. Emma, his mother,
asked if Matthew could try the Ketogenic Diet when he
was 2 years old, but she was told the diet didn’t work.
So she battled on, trying innumerable medications
which didn’t help Matthews’ seizures and which caused
devastating side effects. Six years later, Professor
Helen Cross began a research trial of the Ketogenic
Diet at Great Ormond Street Hospital (GOSH).

It invests in clinical research into Ketogenic therapy
and its applications, as well as training and educational
programmes. It is providing funding for numerous NHS
centres around the UK and Ireland.
The charity has expanded its remit to help adults that
are failing anti-epileptic medication and is also now
working in the ﬁeld of certain types of brain cancer and
ketogenic dietary therapies. The contribution that Matthew’s Friends makes towards making these diets
more widely available and ensuring it is properly supported is internationally recognized by both parents
and medical professionals.

Proud Partners of
#UKCharityWeek

Matthew and 144 other children with severe epilepsy
were enrolled on the trial. Within 2 weeks of starting the
diet Matthew’s seizures had reduced by 90% and
within 8 months he was weaned off all medication.

Matthew’s Friends are proud to be partners of #UKCharityWeek, enabling much needed awareness of the
important, life-changing work of the charity and other
charities in the UK.

Matthew’s Friends Today:

Families rely on Matthew’s Friends for support and resources at a very daunting and difﬁcult time, this is why
#UKCharityWeek can make such a difference to so
many vulnerable children and adults suffering with catastrophic epilepsy.

Matthew’s Friends has a distinguished medical board,
chaired by Professor Helen Cross OBE, the Prince of
Wales’s Chair of Childhood Epilepsy.

Room to Reward is a unique volunteer recognition
charity created to say ‘thank you’ to the Hidden
Heroes – inspirational people who do so much, for
so many in the name of charity.
Our partner hotels donate their unsold rooms, charities
nominate their Hidden Heroes for a break – we make it
happen! Visit www.roomtoreward.org
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We are delighted to welcome 17-year-old
Chloe to the media team here at
#UKCharityWeek.

NEW APPRENTICE

Chloe is our new apprentice, currently studying
Social Media & Digital Marketing.
Working with the social media team, she will be
responsible for devising new plans and strategies to support our partner charities and sponsors in the weeks, months and years ahead.
Chloe said: “I feel fortunate to have been given
this opportunity, a lot of my former school friends
have not been as lucky as this, so I realise the
chance I have to work with some lovely people
at all the wonderful charities.
”I have received lots of good wishes from
people, and I will continue to do my best to help
through #charitytuesday, Charity Today and, of
course, #UKCharityWeek!”

Picture: New Social Media & Digital Marketing Apprentice Chloe Britton
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ACTION’S CREAM TEAS CAMPAIGN
RAISES £65,000 FOR RESEARCH

Picture: Dr Dawn Harper

We had some fantastic news when hearing
Action Medical Research’s 2018 Cream Teas
campaign raised around £65,00!
“We are thrilled,” said Emma Morgan, Action’s
Head of Events. “We cannot thank everyone
enough for their kind generosity. Every one of our
boxes sold really does make a difference.”
Action is an Ofﬁcial Partner Charity of #UKCharityWeek and is a UK-wide children’s charity which
funds desperately needed research to tackle the diseases that devastate the lives of so many of our children.
Dr Dawn Harper is an Action Ambassador. She lent
her support to this year’s campaign and is delighted
with the results:
“Action asked if I could help support this year’s campaign and I jumped at the chance!
“I’m just so pleased that thousands of people
across the UK got the chance to enjoy a little time
out, indulge in a delicious treat and feel good

knowing that their kind donations could help save
tiny lives.”
The 2018 national campaign gave people the opportunity to buy cream tea boxes online.
Each box contained:
• 2x classic plain scones
• A jar of Rodda's Cornish clotted cream (40g)
• 2x jars of Tiptree strawberry conserve (28g)
• Yorkshire tea
• A knife and serviette
Action has been funding medical breakthroughs
since it began in 1952 including helping to introduce
the ﬁrst polio vaccines in the UK, developing the
use of ultrasound in pregnancy and testing the rubella vaccine.
The charity is currently funding research into areas
including premature birth, epilepsy, asthma, scarlet
fever, cerebral palsy, brain cancer and some rare
and distressing conditions.
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‘#UKCharityWeek has
always made us push
our boundaries’

MedicAlert UK support around 50,000 individuals
with hidden medical conditions, who, without their
MedicAlert membership may lack conﬁdence or be
anxious about activities that you or I might take for
granted.
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The MedicAlert ID, which is usually worn as a bracelet or
necklace works by alerting Healthcare and Emergency
Professionals to the individual’s conditions. Then, using
the ID’s custom engraving, they are able to help the patient quickly and accurately according to their unique
needs.
There is also a 24/7 emergency phone line available,
where a member’s complete medical record can be obtained; information that’s been nurse checked and prioritised including allergies, medications, GP/specialist details, and the individual’s next-of-kin information, if provided.
For many individuals, MedicAlert has been a lifeline. For
people like Charlotte, it provides peace of mind to
pursue an enthusiasm for adventure, health and ﬁtness.
For others it may mean something as simple as walking
to the shops by themselves.
Charlotte was diagnosed with Addison’s Disease more
than seven years ago; an extremely rare condition
where the adrenal glands fail to produce hormones that
are vital to life.
This diagnosis hugely impacted Charlotte’s ability to
take part in endurance sports, and it was only when she
discovered MedicAlert several years later that she found
the conﬁdence to once again engage with her life passion.
“I can honestly say, I wouldn’t have had the courage to
do these things if I hadn’t been wearing my MedicAlert
jewellery, I wear it all the time, I'm never without it” - Charlotte Gee
To watch an interview with Charlotte, go to
www.medicalert.org.uk/charlotte-gee

As a charity, all proﬁts go back into providing essential services for MedicAlert members. For instance,
they have an ‘Early Start Programme’ offering free
membership and jewellery for vulnerable children
up to 10 years of age. And for adults experiencing ﬁnancial difﬁculties, they have a ‘Goodwill Project’ offering sponsorship.
#UKCharityWeek has been a fantastic platform for
MedicAlert. Each campaign has encouraged them
to push their boundaries, and challenged them to
put fresh content out there that is a bit more special.
It has enabled them to reach a new audience of potential members and collaborators, whilst giving
them a structured campaign to work towards.
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Epilepsy is listed as one of the
top ten causes of premature
death in the UK. There are
around 600,000 people with epilepsy in the UK (1 in 103
people) and every week 21
people die from an epilepsy re-
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thought to be preventable with
better risk awareness!

The Disabilities Trust is a leading national charity providing specialist community-based and residential
support for adults with acquired brain injury, complex physical or learning disabilities and for people
with autism, including education.

“PEOPLE ARE AT
THE HEART
OF EVERYTHING
WE DO”
People are at the heart of everything we do and our services across the country include purpose-built residential
accommodation, community-based housing, respite
care, special education and community enabling services
to maximise each individual's independence.
Working in partnership with those we support, their families and friends, local authorities, health authorities, housing associations and other organisations, we have an established track record of delivering leading-edge services
that meet the needs of people with complex and challenging disabilities. We are continually looking to reﬁne our existing services and develop new ones in response to idenTo ﬁnd out more, please visit: www.thedtgroup.org

SUDEP Action exists to increase awareness of epilepsy risks and tackle all epilepsy deaths, including
Sudden Unexpected Death in Epilepsy (SUDEP).
The only UK charity supporting and working alongside
those whose loved ones have died suddenly. Services
include bereavement support, counselling and help
with understanding the inquest process.
Information and resources are provided to help keep
people with epilepsy safe and enable better discussions with their clinician.
To help with these discussions, SUDEP Action has created two free and award-winning tools:
SUDEP & Seizure Safety Checklist - a ﬁve-minute
checklist for clinicians to use with their patients to support risk discussions and help monitor their epilepsy
risks. Over 625 UK clinicians already use it.
EpSMon - an app, that enables people with epilepsy
self-manage their condition between appointments.
Now with over 4,500 users, it’s available to download
via the Apple or Google Play app stores.
Working in collaboration with UK and international research teams to help prevent epilepsy deaths –
SUDEP Action strive to get the answers that will save
lives.
Every life and every family is worth ﬁghting for, and
there is much to be done.
If you have been affected by an epilepsy death, please
contact our support team on 01235 772852 or support@sudep.org
Contact info@sudep.org or visit www.sudep.org for
more information on how to reduce epilepsy risks.
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HELP WEST MIDLANDS CHARITY
YSS SUPPORT MARGINALISED
PEOPLE THIS #UKCHARITYWEEK
YSS is an independent charity with more than
30 years' experience of supporting some of the
most marginalised people in society, from
seven year olds acting as young carers to families in crisis or people coming out of prison. All
of the charity's work is about supporting and
empowering people to make positive choices
and have better lives.

Lorraine Preece, YSS Chief Executive, said: "In our
30 year history we have built up a number of specialities surrounding key strands that run through all of
the services we deliver, including employability, education and training, improving family relationships
and mental health support.
"With budgets being slashed, many services cut
and thresholds increasing, the people in need of
our help are facing more hardship than ever before
whilst the demand for our services has never been
greater."
This #UKCharityWeek YSS is calling for members
of the public to support its Discretionary Distress
Fund appeal which allows the charity to provide
practical and emotional support to service users in
ways such as:
·
Providing emergency overnight support for
someone living on the street (£35)

Many of the people it supports have little of what
most people take for granted – whether that is a
roof over your head, positive family relationships,
strong friendships, good health or ﬁnancial resilience. YSS works with more than 2,000 people
every year across Worcestershire, Herefordshire,
Shropshire, and Telford & Wrekin and is very proud
to have HRH The Princess Royal as its patron.
YSS is passionate about changing lives for the
better. It provides practical and emotional support
to help people breakthrough barriers and reach
their potential, working to overcome issues around
things like poor physical and mental health, dependencies on drugs and alcohol, access to education
training and employment, debt management, imteem and conﬁdence.

·
Paying for a counselling session for someone
experiencing stress, anxiety or depression (£35)
·
Providing a targeted one-to-one support session with an experienced keyworker, to help someone identify their issues and get the support they
need (£50)
·
Providing an emergency food and clothing
package to a family in crisis (£50)
To ﬁnd out more about any of the services that YSS
delivers, or to see how you can get involved, go to
yss.org.uk, email info@yss.org.uk or call 01905
730 780.
Help us to support marginalised people this
#UKCharityWeek

LEUKAEMIA & Myeloma Research UK was
founded in 2015. The charity’s mission is to prevent people dying from blood cancer through
more effective treatment in the future.
One of the ways the charity is making a difference
is by funding research into stem cell therapies for
blood cancer. It also raises public awareness of the
beneﬁts of such therapies in the treatment of blood
cancers.

LONG-STANDING
PARTNER
CONTINUES
ITS FINE WORK
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The charity also offers a fully-funded stem cell storage service for qualifying families, called the Model
Cell Biobank.
The Model Cell Biobank is the UK’s ﬁrst umbilical
cord blood stem cell storage service which is fully-funded for pregnant women in receipt of beneﬁts
with a history of cancer in their family, or who may
require their baby’s stem cells for the treatment of
an immediate family member.
The service enables families to store their baby’s
cord blood stem cells for 25 years in case the child,
or another member of the family, needs them in the
future.
The charity has partnered with #UKCharityWeek
and there are many ways to support it; from donating funds and goods, to hosting or participating in
exciting fundraising events.
Every donation helps to further life-changing research into stem cell therapies and raises awareness of the charity’s cause.
The charity is a member of The Institute of Fundraising, a professional membership body for UK fundraising.
For more information please visit
Leukaemia & Myeloma Research UK website:
www.leukaemiamyelomaresearchuk.org
or contact a member of the team on:
0800 368 7309.
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Christian Nightlife Initiatives (CNI) Network is
the umbrella organisation for around 130
local projects working predominantly within
the night-time economy across the UK and in
America, Spain, Seychelles, Australia and
Brasil.
As a proud Ofﬁcial Partner Charity of #UKCharityWeek from the offset we have helped change a
culture with a UK reduction in alcohol-related violence and A&E admissions.
CNI Network seeks to equip and resource the
local church to bring change to its local community by connecting with others and offering projects
and ideas that work. Our heart, vision and aim is

#MakingCityStreetsLikeNewAgain

LGBT+ Switchboard is here to help
#UKCharityWeek comes at that start of Winter which
can be a difﬁcult time for many people. Switchboard, although busy throughout the year, sees a marked increase in callers in December.
The run up to the end of the year not only marks a period where
we start to think of others – buying gifts, trying to see friends and
family ahead of the Winter break or get those loose ends tied up
before the year is out - but it is often a time of reﬂection for many.
People often reﬂect on their year which can trigger difﬁcult emotions and issues which they need to talk about.
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Many also feel an overwhelming sense of pressure at this time of
year that they should be spending time with friends and family,
that everyone must come together, spread love and goodwill.
This often leaves many people feeling alone and isolated. And
when they do, Switchboard are here to listen.
In our bustling phone room during #UKCharityWeek and the
month of December; we listen to our callers without judgement,
bundles of empathy and allow people to talk through what is on
their mind. At times it can be tough for volunteers, to hear such
stories and issues at a time of year when it feels like there is a nationwide festive glow pointing towards the end of the year. However, knowing that you can make a big difference by picking up that
This is also why #UKCharityWeek comes at a great time of year,
as it’s the UK’s opportunity to celebrate the work of charities.
There is a chance to raise the proﬁle and visibility of many charities, and serves as an excellent opportunity to say thank you to
the hard-working volunteers who make up our essential organisations.
This year there will be a multitude of events going on around #UKCharityWeek; and Switchboard are hoping to galvanise the opportunities they bring. We will be fundraising in our usual ways, with
festive bucket rattles in the major tube and train stations of
London. We’ll be trekking through the busy streets of Soho, handing out our phone number and shaking our buckets not just to
raise some much-needed funds, but also to let know that if things
Switchboard will be open throughout December, to listen to those
who need to talk about what’s on their mind, or just want to say
hello.
And of course, we are there for those who see the New Year as a
new start. Switchboard will be there to listen to those who want to
talk about changes for the new year, how best to achieve these or
just to listen for those who are in need.
So this #UKCharityWeek – whilst you’re enjoying all it brings,
if you need to talk, we’re here to listen.

A proud supporter of the UK’s LGBT+ community
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Ofﬁcial Partner Charity: The Defence Medical Welfare
Service provide some vital support services for our
nation’s military community.
Welfare Ofﬁcers for the Defence Medical Welfare Service (DMWS), have been described as
'guardian angels' for the frontline services at incredibly difﬁcult times in their lives. Largely
unseen but ever present and always ready to
help...
Because a lot of their work happens away from the
public eye in order to provide conﬁdential support to
patients and their families through life-changing
events, DMWS is less known than other military
charities. The charity’s Impact Report featured on
Charity Today and #UKCharityWeek provides another great opportunity to tell you more the charity:
DMWS was formed during World War 2, when the
Welfare Ofﬁcers were tasked to support the sick
and wounded at home and in the ﬁeld, with the aim
to improve wellbeing, accelerate recovery and increase capability. DMWS now look back at 75 successful years of providing a vital medical welfare service to our Armed Forces and other frontline workinjury or illness alone.

DMWS work in NHS hospitals, providing non-medical practical and emotional support that is tailored to
the individual needs. This may include visits, a conﬁdential and impartial listening ear, helping to explain
and resolve any medical care issue, practical help
such as providing essential items or ﬁlling out forms,
accompanying and supporting patients and family
members at appointments and supported referrals
to other agencies.
In the last few years DMWS have expanded their
service and now support the entire military community including serving, veterans, reservists, cadets
and their families. Additionally, they provide their services to the Police, Probation Services and Recovery Centres. This is an exciting time in the history of
the charity and whilst the nature of their work has
those who serve remains constant.
Please visit their website if you would like to
ﬁnd out more: www.dmws.org.uk
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70 years of The Royal Orthopaedic Hospital charity
The Royal Orthopaedic Hospital Charitable
Fund supports the Royal Orthopaedic Hospital
by funding projects which help transform care
and change lives.
The Royal Orthopaedic Hospital is one of the largest specialist orthopaedic units in Europe and delivers a range of services including orthopaedic operations like hip and knee replacements as well as specialist cancer and spinal surgery.

We’ve teamed up with UK Charity Week to help
raise awareness of the amazing work of the Royal
Orthopaedic Hospital and how the public can help.
We are a small charity with the potential help so
many more people. UK Charity Week can help us to
help others.

We are working on a range of events which anyone
can get involved with. From advent running, to bake
sales, to Christmas card competitions.
The festive break in December is an important time
to all charities and we feel UK Charity Week are
helping us hone the donations as well as reach a
larger audience with our events.
This is a great opportunity for small charities across
the UK to raise awareness around charities and
their fundraising events.

We’re planning on holding a
week ﬁlled to the brim with
exciting fundraising activities!
Stay up to date throughout the
week: https://rohcharity.org/

City Hospice is a registered charity at the heart
of Cardiff providing end of life care to patients
and support to their families. We help people
with life-limiting illnesses such as dementia,
cancer, Motor Neurone Disease (MND) and
Chronic Obstructive Pulmonary Disease
(COPD). We provide specialist palliative care to
these people in their own homes as well as offering counselling (adults and children), welfare
beneﬁts advice and day centres with a range of
activities.
Built on the goodwill of local people, City Hospice,
has been a part of the local community for the last
34 years. The charity changed its name from
George Thomas Hospice Care to City Hospice in
August 2017 and is the only at-home palliative care
provider for the city of Cardiff. It needs to raise a
total of £2m to keep providing its specialist services
and holds fundraising events and initiatives to help
reach this target.

Meet Kevin. Kevin is a City Hospice volunteer who
helps pick up patients and bring them to the hospice for appointments and to the Day Centre.
Before volunteering, Kevin and his wife, Pearl,
worked together on market stalls and in shops and
were a real dream team.

Everything came to a head when they lost both sets
of their parents and were working seven days a
week, not having any real time together. So, they decided to sell their shops and Kevin went to work as
a driver in the police for 12 years. Sadly, Kevin's
wife was diagnosed with breast cancer so he decided to retire and they bought a place in Spain so they
for two and a half years.
"My wife became really poorly again so we had to
move back and I got another job, this time at the
Council. When she got really poorly again, the City
Hospice nurses used to go and see Pearl and
helped her so much. They were really nice."
After Kevin's wife passed away in October 2013, he
waited for a year and then started volunteering with
us in October 2014. "I've enjoyed every minute and
met some beautiful people. The patients, the staff,
they're all brilliant. The best part about volunteering
on the van is that I get to hear people's life stories
and make people laugh. You can't change what's
going to happen so you might as well enjoy things
while you can."
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For more information about the work of
City Hospice, please visit www.cityhospice.org.uk

Don’t miss out on your FREE guide!
Fundraising is a crucial source of funding for many charities, but over recent years has become increasingly
difﬁcult. Anyone involved in fundraising will be very familiar with recent high proﬁle fundraising scandals,
which still cast a long shadow over the sector.
The Etherington Review and the report into fundraising by the Public Administration and Constitutional Affairs Committee included recommendations that led to the creation of a new Fundraising Regulator, the introduction of a new Fundraising Preference Service, and a complete review of the Code of Fundraising Practice.
The Birketts free guide will be of interest to charities, social enterprises and other ‘not for proﬁt’ organisations that engage in fundraising activities, and any commercial businesses that work with
them.
To request a free copy of the guide, all you have to do is email
liz-brownsell@birketts.co.uk with your postal address.
Liz Brownsell
Senior Associate, Co-Head of Charities and Social Enterprise,
Birketts LLP
01473 406383
liz-brownsell@birketts.co.uk
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